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Features of
multicultural
center are
discussed
By Rhonda Bell

Staff Reporter

During this year's annual volunteer fair, students signed up to volun¬
teer with one or more of the 36 Lewiston/Auburn non-profit agencies
represented. In 1992-93 there were 562 Bates student volunteers in the
L/A community.
Rick Magnuson photos.

Laura Biscoe, volunteer coordinator, is "excited at the prospect of increasing the par¬
ticipation in community services...." Upcoming events include a Blood Drive on Sep¬
tember 21, the American Heart Association Walk on September 26, the AIDS walk on
October 2, and Into the Streets in the first week of November. Those unable to make
the fair still have the opportunity to attend volunteer meetings every other Thursday
starting on September 30. Additionally, the volunteer network board will announce
one-time opportunities.

With the opening slated for Janu¬
ary, student organizations and the
administration have joined to discuss
and compare their "wish lists" for the
new campus multi-cultural center.
Potential features include a li¬
brary, exhibit space, kitchen area and
common meeting space are potential
features of the center. Renovations to
61-63 Campus Avenue, the facility's
future location, are expected to begin
mid-semester.
Leaders of Amandla!, Bates
Asian Society, Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Alliance, International Club, Jewish
Cultural Community, Solidaridad
Latina, and Women's Action Coalition
have joined together with the Dean's
Office and the Office of Student Ac¬
tivities to form a planning committee
for the multi-cultural center.
As of yet, there is no definitive list
Continued on Page 2, Column 2

“Village Center” scheduled to open on Parents’ Weekend
By Mei Lun Chau

Student Correspondent
Providing a mid-sized facility to hold special
events, the fourth building of the Village complex is
tentatively scheduled to open on Saturday, October
2, in conjunction with the dedication ceremony on
Parents' Weekend.
The structure was built to accommodate the
need for a space that is smaller than the Gray Cage
but bigger than Chase Lounge, said Treasurer and
Vice President for Financial Affairs Bernard Car¬
penter, co-chairperson of the New Residential Fa¬
cilities Planning Committee.

The finished exterior of the "Village Center." It
will be dedicated on Oct 2. Rick Magnuson photo.

With a seating capacity of 300, the "Village Cen¬
ter," as Paul Rosenthal, coordinator of student ac¬
tivities, tentatively named the building, holds more
than Chase Lounge's seating of 145 but is not as
large as the Gray Cage's 1,600 person capacity.
This building fulfills the need for a space to hold
quality, non-alcoholic events, according to
Rosenthal.
Students may reserve the space through the
blue-slip process. However, certain times will be
blocked out so people can count on the space being
open for studying or as a meeting and socializing
place. The deans are currently looking at blocking
out times in the morning, in the afternoon, and on
Tuesday evenings for studying.
The building should stay open until about mid¬
night or 1:00 a.m. each night, stated F. Celeste
Branham, dean of students.
Carpenter said he hopes the center will be a "co¬
mingling location for all dormitories" and not just
for students living in the Village.
Inside the building, a sunken, hardwood dance
floor provides many uses, including seating for lec¬
tures, plays, and other performances. This circular
area is surrounded by carpeting with couches, tables
and chairs.
The hardwood floor area is spacious with a
high ceiling providing an open feeling, while the
carpeted areas with furniture offer a more comfort-

A construction worker puts finishing touches on
the inside of Village #4.
Rick Magnuson photo.

able, leisurely atmosphere, according to Rosenthal.
The building includes ramps for the handi¬
capped and has a special wiring system for the hear¬
ing impaired.
A kitchenette with a microwave, stove, refrig¬
erator and sink will be available for use.
A dressing room with a full bathroom will add
convenience for performers.
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NEWS BRIEFS |
Mellon Fund assists
students in research
In an effort to assist students in gain¬
ing research experience during their
undergraduate years, the Mellon Stu¬
dent Research Fund offers at least 50
competitive grants of $50 to $300. All
Bates students are eligible to apply for
grants to assist in their efforts associ¬
ated with curricular programs. Ap¬
propriate requests include those for
visiting places where relevant re¬
search materials are available, inter¬
viewing primary sources, inviting to
the campus an expert in the field of
research, and covering transportation
costs associated with presenting re¬
search results at conferences. The first
of three application deadlines is Sep¬
tember 29.
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Winter arena to be completed by January ’95
By Laurie Clark
Staff Reporter
With preliminary landscaping al¬
ready begun, Bates students will have
the opportunity to utilize a winter
sports arena by January 1995. Con¬
struction is scheduled to begin April 1,
1994.
The facility will be located next to
Merrill Gymnasium and should seat
500 people during hockey season with
the ice sheet being maintained from
October 15 to April 15.
"Club hockey has existed at Bates
for over 100 years," stated Suzanne
Coffey, director of athletics. "The
women's and men's teams have been
paying exorbitant fees to use someone
else's ice and not getting enough
practice time."
"When the [arena planning] com¬
mittee met last year, two students who
are apparently very good figure skat¬
ers made sure every consideration
was taken for background and acous¬
tics as well," said Bernard Carpenter,
treasurer and vice president for fi¬
nancial affairs.
Additionally, the planned loca¬
tion of the new track and field behind
the facility will move practices and
games to this area. 'The new locker
rooms would be pragmatic for foot¬
ball and other sports players," stated
Carpenter.
In a separate project, a new fitness
center may also be built upstairs
above the locker rooms in the new
complex to house the Nautilus and
cardiovascular equipment currently
spread out in several places in Merrill

A bulldozer rearranges dirt in anticipation of the April 1994 starting construc¬
tion date for the winter sports arena
Rick Magnuson photo.
Gym.
"We've asked for a separate bid
from the general contractors, but it
will depend on our source of funds,"
stated Carpenter.
"If it is designed with the fitness
center, this will have an enormous
impact on athletics and help us tre¬
mendously in meeting our needs.
There will be more flexibility in
physical education classes, more cur¬
riculum opportunities, a large addi¬
tional indoor space for soccer, la¬
crosse, broom hockey, floor hockey,
and a whole myriad of things we
haven't even thought of," stated
Coffey.
The complex will have separate
locker rooms for home and visiting

teams, a room for skate rentals, and a
place to store the zamboni.
More floor space will be available
during the off-season months to ac¬
commodate over 2,000 people for
special campus activities and could
possibly serve as a rain-site for com¬
mencement exercises.
The ice rink was funded by a gift
bequest to Bates in 1983 from alumnus
Joseph Underhill '17, a successful
businessman who was also a figure
skater and hockey player.
"He spent a lot of time skating at
Radio City Music Hall near where he
worked, and he wanted Bates to build,
equip, and maintain an indoor ice fa¬
cility with his gift bequest," said Car¬
penter.

Group discusses features of multicultural center
Continued from Page 1

If there’s a pain in
your chest, be a
pain in the neck.
Complain to a doctor.

of organizations that will be housed in
the new center because there is no
specific criteria for obtaining office
space. Each organization must decide
if its activities are of a cultural nature,
and if the final shape of the center is
one within which the group can work.
"We feel strongly that no one
should be excluded," said Paul
Rosenthal, coordinator of student ac¬
tivities.
Some organizations may choose
to be a part of the center, though not
have offices there. Jefferson Wilson
'95, co-coordinator of GLBA, noted
that while GLBA will definitely be a
part of the center, issues of confiden¬
tiality will have to be examined by the
group before a decision is made
whether or not to move their offices to
the new center.
The opening of the multicultural
center will ensure space for a wide

range of activities, from formal recep¬
tions following guest lectures to in¬
formal gatherings and discussion.
"I am very interested in informal
programs," said James Reese, assis¬
tant dean of students and coordinator
of minority and international stu¬
dents.
He said he looks toward planning
late-night movies, casual coffeehousetype events, and keeping the center
open late to provide space to "simply
hang out and talk."
Brian Nishiyama '94, an officer of
the Bates Asian Society, said he is op¬
timistic about the new center facilitat¬
ing communication between organi¬
zations, as well as alleviating cramped
office space.
Although there is no allotment of
separate funds for the multicultural
center and organizations will still be
responsible for their own programs,
Nishiyama said he anticipates more
co-sponsored events as well.
The designation of space for a

multicultural center has come in large
part as a result of students becoming
active and vocal, especially in the
wake of last year's racist graffiti in the
Ladd library, stated Rebecca Wolfe
'95, president of JCC.
Paul Rosenthal agreed that this
was an influencing factor, but pointed
out that all this could not have come
about, and moved as quickly as it has,
without the underlying groundwork.
"We have been interested [in a
multicultural center]...for quite some
time," he said, noting that the recom¬
mendation for a center was first made
several years ago by the President's
Committee on Race Relations.
Students and administration look
forward to the opening of the Center,
and the changes it will bring.
"Hopefully, this multicultural
center will be the first step toward
promoting intercultural understand¬
ing on this campus," said Daphney
Frederique '95, director of publicity
relations of Amandla!

Be on the cutting edge: Write News for The Bates Student.
Meetings Sunday, 7 p.m., 224 Chase Hall.
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New registration adjustment cuts down size of waiting lists
By Jeremy Pelofsky
Student Correspondent
As of this semester, in an effort to
facilitate the registration adjustment
process, students who do not show up
for the first class of each course will
automatically be dropped.
This is identical to the procedure
used for Short Term courses, stated
Jack Pribram, associate dean of the
faculty.
This policy was instituted to try to
cut down on waiting lists. Many
popular courses were filled on paper
but not in reality because some stu¬
dents had chosen to drop the course
but had not yet done the necessary
paperwork. Since the deadline to
drop a course is later than the dead¬

"The idea was, particularly in limited enrollment
courses, people who were not in the course but
registered were taking up the place someone on
the wait-list could have."
John Pribram,
associate dean of the faculty
line to add a course, some classes
would never fill and the waiting list
would languish.
"The idea was, particularly in
limited enrollment courses, people
who were not in the course but regis¬
tered were taking up the place some¬
one on the wait-list could have,"

We Deliver
Kegs Free
of Charge
A

Pribram said.
The policy was brought to the
faculty for approval last April by a
recommendation from the Educa¬
tional Policy Committee.
"I had to go to one class that I was
going to drop because I wasn't sure if
I was going to get into the other class

that I wanted to take. So I ended up
one day having to go to four classes
and the next day a fifth," said Kate
Gilmore '97.
While some endured going to ex¬
tra classes, others stood in long lines to
have their schedules changed.
"No matter what we do, there are
going to be surges (in lines)," stated
Registrar Meredith Braz. "But, we are
working hard to try to come up with
more efficient ways such as last year
running limited enrollment on Bates
TV."
Despite the small inconveniences,
students and faculty seemed mostly
happy with the program.
"Overall, the reaction I got from
most of the faculty was that they were
pleased," Braz said.

Owner: John Pearce '72
783-0668

97 Ash Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
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When they start to screw your head on . . .
How the keepers of the social order are made
By Adam Fifield
Features Editor
Editor's Note: Due to the microcosmic
scale of the Bates bubble, and the nature
of this article, some of the sources are
anonymous.
J. Crew runs a smooth show. Their
pasteurized but stylish line of clothing
that has subtly dominated fashion
trends on this and many other cam¬
puses is accepted as harmless, per¬
haps a step beyond what you might
call trendy. But, as these clothes shift
on your body, unbutton or button
themselves, fold, wrinkle, tighten un¬
comfortably (if not threateningly)
around your neck, they assert a life of
their own. They know when they look
"good," even if you suffocate as a re¬
sult. Don't bother with The Mirror
anymore, you don't need one —
they'll take care of it. In fact, they al-

"Celia walked away from
the phone booth
accompanied by her
_hips, etc/'_
Samuel Beckett
from his novel, Murphy
of us, behavior, appearance or other
that were shaped or even constructed
by the norms around us? Is there a
social order at Bates, submerged in
utopian rhetoric, that amasses a sig¬
nificant following of student zombies?
Are we programmed to act certain
ways, to degrade each other, to ignore
each other?
Some students offer their candid
opinions below. Perhaps we should
all stop and step out for a second to
reflect upon our identities, behavior,
and most importantly, our intentions.
■ It's Not The Clothes
You Wear
Some people are
hasty to shrug off
claims that forces of
fashion levy any effect
on them. But, for some,
that's like claiming that
rain doesn't get them
wet, or that they don't
have to put their shoes
on one at a time. Who
wants to wear taboo,
albeit probably com¬
fortable, clothes and
receive a label like
"dumpy" or "farmer
john"?
An anonymous Resi¬
dent Coordinator, who
will be referred to as
Suzanne, says this of
.51 her dressing habits: "I
| often wondered, when
a I put clothes on in the
| morning, if I was wearwhat I liked, or
•S. what I thought other
people would like."
Clothes are construed as a defini¬
tive declaration of someone's person¬
ality, contends Suzanne, who also
says that often people base first im¬
pressions on how someone dresses
themselves.
"I think everybody wants to be
appealing," she says. "Its a way of
marketing yourself. If you feel inse¬
cure about other parts of your life,
you hide who you are by your pack¬
age."
The contents of these packages
can remain a complete mystery when
this external identity is so fiercely
pursued. Suzanne notes, "There are
some people who can go to class con¬
fidently in sweat pants. But there are
others ... who can't do that."
According to Vanessa Flaherty
'94, the annual semi-formal illustrates
the significance many Bates students
place upon their attire. "It's a perfect
example of when people are not
themselves," she says. "You see

img

ready have.
The CIA's in Virginia, the Devil's
in Castlerock and the Preppy
Prototype's factory is in the bowels of
}. Crew warehouses across New En¬
gland. Here, an assembly line totes all
of the components of the student body
towards one of those small tunnels
hung with flaps, where the actual
prototype is churned out. Once he or
she is assembled, your ideal student is
efficiently moved on the conveyor belt
to the cerebral department, where
thoughts about boxer shorts, perms
and the perfect way to hold a cigarette
are invested snugly in the newly fab¬
ricated consciousness. At this point,
the hair is cut appropriately, the
strutting springs are installed and we
are ready for business.
As we struggle to define our
worlds and ourselves, it is important
to consider who or what has a hand in
the making. Are we products entirely
of our own volition, or are there parts
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"Sometimes it's hard to tell whether or not someone is
who they want to be, or who they've been taught to be.
It scares me."
people going to the semi-formal, and
you can't recognize them. Women
who wear little black dresses — they
all look exactly the same."
Some of these individuals feel
compelled to grossly accentuate their
physical appearance by "power¬
dressing," says Suzanne. This is ac¬
complished by emphasizing the
height of your ability to tastefully
match colors and sport extremely ex¬
pensive attire. "It's a way to be no¬
ticed," she says.
But does being noticed mean
changing who you are? "It's some¬
times hard to tell whether or not
someone is who they want to be, or
who they've been taught to be," says
Flaherty. "That scares me."
■ The Unwritten, Unspoken Do's
And Don'ts
The rules no one talks about are
the ones perhaps most closely fol-

"It's so hard to be careful,
so easy to be led.
Somewhere beyond the
pavement, you'll find the
living dead."
Tom Petty
lowed on the Bates campus. As we are
progressively herded through our
college careers, the dogma of social
do's and don'ts looms high above us,
casting a shadow that is difficult to
evade. Clusters form to blemish the
campus in their distinct, often selfcontained colonies.
There are a lot of interesting
people on this small, intimate campus
you will never meet. You'll see them
in passing for sure. But many of us

will not dare spring from the compartmental spaces we are assigned in life.
In a moment of revelation one
morning, looking down onto the tile
floor, you may see dozens of little
frogs dazedly sitting on their respec¬
tive square tiles. Ribbit. Hesitatingly,
they all consider hopping to nearby
squares, but, if they land unevenly
between squares — instant dissection.
Dissection. That comes as a fear
for many of us — if we, perchance, try
to reach out to someone and haphaz¬
ardly land ourselves awkwardly, we
are then scarred.
"It's fear," says Jane, an anony¬
mous first-year student. "It's safer to
have your own clique of friends."
She also asserts, "I think its just
like high school. It's really kind of sad.
It (Bates) is not some kind of utopia as
it's touted."
Flaherty affirms that rules of social
conduct subtly pervade campus. "The
rule basically says: don't care, be
blase," she says. "You're not supposed
to seem to eager. If you're too friendly,
that's a sign that you're desperate."
These "rules" can easily affront a
peaceful mind-set during a innocent
walk from the Library to Smith Hall.
Francisco Ugarte '94 explains, "When
you walk by people, you have to know
— who looks at whom and who
doesn't look at whom. It makes me
want to vomit."
During his first year, Ugarte says
he remembers walking into a room
where "people would completely ig¬
nore me, in order to maintain their ...
social prestige."
Sarah, another anonymous firstyear student, is currently experiencing
what Ugarte recounts above. "I've
definitely felt that pressure," she says.
"I've tried not to get into it. I hang
around with people in my house."
Continued on Page 5, Column 1
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Come in, she said, I’ll give ya shelter from the norm
Continued from Page 4
■ "Meat Markets"
Roles are often imposed upon en¬
tering students swiftly and without
choice. The gender dichotomy at Bates
parties is a prime example. Exacer¬
bated by alcohol and ever-present
sexism, the expectations of the re¬
spective male and female roles fall
prey to the workings of a frightening
process.
The term "meat market" has
evolved out of the recurrent practice
at parties of male students sizing up
women as if they were cattle lined up
to be bought and slaughtered.
"Undoubtedly, all the parties here
are meat markets," asserts Ugarte.
"The object is to drink a lot and to
'scope' on women."
Ugarte notes that the attitudes
which contribute to the existence of
the "meat market" can lead to daterape and acquaintance rape.
Suzanne says, "I worry about
women. At Den Terrace parties, some

women are either standing with a
bunch of guys totally wasted just be¬
cause the guys are wasted."
She adds that the "big topic fresh¬
man year was hooking up."
The process at work during Bates
parties that allows for the meat mar¬
kets can be theoretically termed "the
steps of degradation." This process is
not taken from any particular text, but
assembled by the writer from read¬
ings and observations.
The first step is called in the
commodification of the self, and simply,
thrives on a view or people as prod¬
ucts to be bought, used or abused ac¬
cordingly. Essentially, people are
made and then put up for sale.
Secondly, the advent of fragmen¬
tation ensues. People, especially
women, are divided up into indi¬
vidual and autonomous parts, like
"breasts" and "ass." Thus, the parts
equal more than the whole.
Finally, and dangerously, coloni¬
zation of the self occurs. At the most
subtle level, the female body is colo¬
nized by male desire with earrings,
lipstick, and requirements like shaved

legs. In the physical sense, coloniza¬
tion is rape.
But, these roles aren't exclusive to
the Bates party scene.
Sarah Whitney '94, former J.A. of
the Bill and current R.C. of Parker
Hall, recounts behavior she has ob¬
served. "I have seen friends sit at the
end of the table near the exit of Com¬
mons and watch everybody leave,"
she says. "They might as well have
signs saying 'Stay,' 'Leave' or 'Give
me your phone number.'"
Our ideas of how we relate to each
other as men and women are riddled
with numbing factors that should be
disclosed and closely scrutinized.
Let's hope we can approach people for
interpersonal relations and not to ful¬
fill the pre-determined roles.
■ Alone and ignored
They fall through the cracks. Liv¬
ing on the fringes of the social fabric,
slowly fading into solitary obscurity,
some students are often ignored and
alienated.
"We've all seen someone at din¬

ner who sits by themselves on a regu¬
lar basis," asserts Flaherty. "Out of
1,600 people, it baffles me that you can
actually alienate someone to the ex¬
tent that they always walk or eat by
themselves."
These people, for no legitimate
reason, are marginalized to the invis¬
ible realm of campus, where they
study, eat, and breathe inside the
same walls and under the same stale
fluorescent lights as everybody else.
Why, then are they coldly ignored?
Flaherty resolves, "These people
don't seem to match our social norms.
The Bates community seems to want
to save the world. It should try to save
its own world first, and that definitely
includes accepting someone if they
don't dress or behave appropriately."
Ugarte agrees. "I had difficult
time assimilating here," he says. "A
lot of social arrogance. People are
shaped by conformity."
Its time to pull the pieces together
and vault off the assembly line before
they start tying the laces of your shoes
and tightening that J. Crew collar
noose.

but seriouslyI What an egalitarian spread!: A commentary
the Knicks in the semi's last year.
By Amy Geller
Student Correspondent

Student 2: Even better, look at the
chicks in the bikinis. What a spread!
My favorite is Elle McPherson. She
definitely has the best body overall.

Andrea Carnegie: Good afternoon
everybody, and welcome to Bates.
It's wonderful to see you all out here
on this beautiful New England fall
day. My name is Andrea Carnegie
and I'll be your tour guide today.
First, I am a Women's Studies major
in my third year here at Bates. My
hometown is Lexington, Massachu¬
setts, a state, I am certain, that many
of you are familiar with. Before we
go on, does anyone have any ques¬
tions or requests?

Student 1: Yeah, but Cathy Ireland
made the cover of Sports Illustrated
last year; she's prime. That entire
wall is a shrine to just her.
Parent 1: I'm sorry, Andrea, but these
decorations seem a bit too revealing
to me.
Andrea: Sir, students here put much
time and effort into room decorating.
It becomes a form of creative expres¬
sion. Take, for instance, that wall
over there, those cutouts take a busy
student hours to organize. But the
final product is something of an ac¬
complishment. I especially like the
way the wall is framed with the
Calvin Kline Obsession advertise¬
ments. Isn't that inventive?

Parent 1: Yes, actually I really
wanted to see the dorms and what
housing is like for the average stu¬
dent.
Andrea: Of course, I'm sure many of
you are curious about how the stu¬
dents at Bates live. While we walk
towards Rand Hall, I'll give you all a
quick glimpse into the history of this
institution. Bates was originally
founded by Oren B. Cheney, a FreeWill Baptist minister, in 1855 as
Maine State Seminary, and then be¬
came a liberal arts institution in 1864.
As the first co-educational school in
the East, Bates set an egalitarian pre¬
cedent. In fact, today Bates is 50 per¬
cent women, with a stunning minor¬
ity percentage of over eight percent.
Student 1: Great, one thing that par¬
ticularly impressed me about Bates
was the equal male to female ratio.
Andrea: Ah, here we are. Come in¬
side everyone. I'll show you the
room of a typical student. Most of
our rooms here at Bates are doubles
and of this size. Often, in order to
create more space for furniture and
other belongings, students will build
lofts to sleep on, as you see here.

Parent 1: Yes, I suppose it is.
Andrea: Well, if there are no more
questions, let's go back outside and
walk in the direction of Lake
Andrews, better known as the
Puddle. It is there in the dead of
March, where students perform the
annual puddle jump ritual. Coura¬
geous students challenge the icy cold
waters in order to be forever immor¬
talized.
This poster of Cyndi "Come buy me!" Crawford was strategically placed at the
entrance of last week's poster sale.
Rick Magnuson photo.
The loft enables this student to fit an
enormous beer can pyramid collection
and self-designed tri-beer keg table.
Parent 2: The Budweiser lamp in the
comer really illuminates the room,

Student 1: Man, I just loved that
room. I can't wait to decorate mine.

making it a great place to study, too.
Student 1: Hey man, check out that
collage on the wall over there. There's
Bo Jackson and Larry Johnson. That's
a great shot of the Bulls after they beat

Student 2: Yeah, now I've discovered
the perfect place to put that new life
sized poster of Cindy Crawford in
the g-string bottom, holding her
breasts in her hands.
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Department falls to communicate
A week ago today, the Physical Education department held sign¬
ups for its first semester offerings. Because of poor communication on
the part of the Physical Education department, this momentous occa¬
sion passed without the student participation that it so deserved.
The Physical Education department failed three-fold to effectively
communicate with students that the sign-ups were occurring.
First, the only listing in The Bates Daily came on Wednesday under
the heading "Physical Education Orientation." Many upperclass stu¬
dents missed the announcement because they rightly assumed that the
message was directed solely at first-year students. No announcements
regarding the sign-ups were posted in Thursday's or Friday's edition
of The Bates Daily.
Second, the department depended on an announcement in the
Weekly Bates Newsletter, a publication virtually unread by students.
Any group that is seemingly in touch with students should know that
the Weekly Newsletter is not a viable method of communication with
students. (In fact, many students don't even know what it is, much less
read it.)
Finally, the all-campus mailing that announced the sign-ups belat¬
edly arrived in student mailboxes on Saturday, the day after the sign¬
ups occurred. The department should have delivered the mailing to the
mail room in a more timely manner in order to ensure that it was placed
in boxes on time. In this busy time for the overworked employees of
the mail room, the Physical Education department should have doublechecked that the mailing had gone out to students on time.
Physical Education classes for this quarter have already begun and
therefore there is no current recourse for the failed sign-up session. We
do, however, urge the Physical Education department to allow for more
sign-ups for the next quarter, instead of relying on last Friday's regis¬
tration. Perhaps it will be necessary to offer more classes in order to
accommodate those students who were not able to register last Friday.
In the future, it is imperative that the Department realize the sig¬
nificance of effective communication with students. It is also important
for the Physical Education Department to realize that many non-firstyear students must also register for P.E. classes, and a reasonable effort
must be made to allow these students access to the information that
they need and the classes that they want.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

When outraged, take action
To the Editor:
For the masses who missed Nidia
Bustos and the Bread and Puppet
Theater in Chase Hall Lounge on
Sunday night, my condolences. I un¬
derstand that this time of the aca¬
demic year holds many demands of
our time, so I'll let you all off easy. But
if you did miss it, I wonder where
you'll be when the revolution
comes....
Since so many missed out on the
performance by the Vermont-based
theatrical company with guest per¬
former and speaker, I'll fill you in
briefly in on the spectacle. With their
musical instruments and large, large¬
headed masks, the Bread and Puppe¬
teers brought to Chase Hall Lounge a
brief tale of the experiences of Nica¬
raguan citizens throughout a time of
revolution and brief self-sufficiency
into their currently destitute state as
the poorest country in the hemi¬
sphere. Nidia Bustos offered her voice
to the musical interludes which high¬
lighted the scene changes throughout
the performance. She also lent a hand
as a puppet of a Nicaraguan citizen
who rejoiced in a time of revolution
later to be shot by the new military.

But I'm not writing a review of
theater. I write because this perfor¬
mance and Nidia Bustos's emotional
discussion of the Campesino Theater
and the conflict in Nicaragua dis¬
turbed me. The Campesino Theater is
a grass roots movement which, in ad¬
dition to occupying the time of its
participants, offers a ray of hope to the
working class. Sitting in Chase
Lounge as a student of Bates College
and listening to this passionate
woman speak of the atrocities against
people — people who wish nothing
more than to live a life in which they
can feed and clothe themselves with¬
out fear that the government, through
the military, can, at any moment, take
away everything — I realized some¬
thing about the life of a college stu¬
dent.
College students have occasion¬
ally expressed displeasure with vari¬
ous governments in the world. Our
education and especially our distance
from many of the dreadful global
situations about which we sometimes
read — when it's convenient — afford
us the opportunity to say, "This is just
Continued on Page 9, Column 1

Athletic Department is unsympathetic
To the Editor:
We feel the need to vent our frus¬
trations and, since we've previously
found the Athletic Department
unsympathetic, we decided to voice
our complaints to you. Last Friday we
attempted to enroll in a self-defense
class. To our dismay, this year's efforts
mirrored those of the past three: the
class was filled. The Athletic Depart¬
ment once again chided us for late ar¬
rival to sign up. However, IT WAS
8:05 AT THE TIME. Hello???!!!
We have several complaints:
1. No one ever told us when registra¬
tion was. All upperclass students re¬
ceived notices with sign-up informa¬
tion the day after registration oc¬
curred.
2. We later learned, after seeking the
aid of the Deans, (and after a conde¬
scending "you should have shown up
earlier") that the course had been
filled before we ever got there — the
first year students registered early this
year. OK, we understand what they're

trying to do and we commend them
on actually enforcing the rule about
completing gym credits within the
first year but someone forgot about
those of us who are upperclassmen.
It's unfair to suddenly put that rule
into effect without the inclusion of a
grandfather clause.
3. But even that is not what frustrates
us most. There is a message going out
here and it's being ignored. Has the
Athletic Department already forgot¬
ten that less than a year ago a firstyear woman was attacked walking
back from Merrill? It seems the
women of this campus have not. Al¬
ready, less than two weeks into
school, there have been complaints
about sexual harassment; we even
have the 7-11 workers suggesting we
buy mace for the walk home.
Quite obviously Bates can't be
blamed for the state of the world but it
needs to be realized that many women
Continued on Page 9, Column 3
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. . . about interracial relationships at Bates
By Laurie Burgan
Pratibha Singh is a senior international student from
Nepal. Richard Sampeur is a junior from Haiti and
presently resides in Washington D.C.
Laurie
Burgan:

How did
the two of
you meet?
Pratibha
Singh:
Well,
I
guess we
knew each
other before
we got to¬
gether offi¬
cially. And,
uh, last se¬
mester at
the
President's
Gala I guess
was when
Amy King photo. we got to¬
gether. So, if
you count the summer, we've been to¬
gether for about almost six months. Two
or three months if you don't count the
summer.
LB: Do you find being involved in an in¬
terracial relationship at Bates any differ¬
ent than being involved in a homoge¬
neous relationship?
Richard Sampeur: No.
PS: No, not really.
LB: What sort of attitudes have you en¬
countered at Bates toward your relation¬
ship?
RS: None.
PS: Nothing negative.
RS: I think it would be, you know, differ¬
ent if it were black and white. Then it
would be more noticeable. But it's less
noticeable because our skin color is simi¬
lar. I mean, people at Bates, when they see our
pictures on the page they'll think, "That's not an
interracial couple."

PS: Definitely.
LB: How have your friends received your relation¬
ship?
PS: No problems. They don't see anything wrong
with it.
LB: Have you come up against any resistance to¬
ward your relationship?
PS: No.
RS: No.
LB: How have your families dealt with your rela¬
tionship?
PS: They know about it. It's different back home
where you're not supposed to have boyfriends
whatsoever. But, uh, they know and they're like,
"OK, whatever."
RS: My parents love it.
PS: If I was over there [Nepal] they'd have problems
with it. But since I'm over here and they're not, you
know, it doesn't make a difference to them.
RS: To my family, they don't care. It doesn't matter
who I go out with or what color the person is.
LB: What do you have to say to those who think in¬
terracial relationships just shouldn't be?
RS: It's their own opinion. They are not supposed
to try to force it on other people, you know. If they
think that there shouldn't be any interracial rela¬
tionships that's their own point of view, but to try to
impose that view on others is wrong.

it that s what their opimon is then fine; ours is dif¬
ferent. They shouldn't make a big deal of it. So
long as they aren't openly antagonistic toward us.
But I still think it's wrong to hold that view. I don't
see a difference no matter what color you are.
LB: Are you two ever self-conscious out in public?
Or walking
down the
street, do
you ever
feel people
looking at
you?
RS: No.
PS:
I
haven't no¬
ticed any¬
thing. They
may well
have been
and I just
haven't no¬
ticed.
LB: When
you
two
first started
going out,
Amy King photo.
was there
any hesitancy as if to say, "Well, I don't know
how this is going to work out because we're
different?"
PS: It wasn't even a concern.
LB: Do you think people find your relationship
more acceptable because you're both minori¬
ties?
PS: Yeah, it's less talked about than if I were to
go out with someone else of a different color.
Probably people would start talking more.
RS: Before, I was going out with a white girl
and when I went back home this summer I
went back to my high school and saw one of
my teachers who had heard from other teach¬
ers that I was going out with this white girl.
And he says, "So, are you still going out with
that white girl?" And I was like, "Excuse me?"
So I told him, "No, we aren't going out any
Amy King photo. more "
he was like, "That's fine with me, as
PS: I sort of agree that it is their own opinion but I long as your new girlfriend now is not white."
think that, well, they don't really have a right to
judge other people as far as I'm concerned. I mean,
Continued on Page 9, Column 1

What was that? Are you bragging about Minnesota again?
By Anne Macomber

W

hen I informed a friend of
my intentions to write
about Minnesota she
quickly pointed out that there was not
a terribly huge target audience for a
piece on my home state. "And be¬
sides," she added, "I've already heard
all those stories about a thousand
times."
She did have a bit of a point.
Granted, there are only 28 Minneso¬
tans at Bates and most of my friends
have patiently endured three years of
hearing about Lake Minnetonka, the
mosquitoes, and lutefisk (ask a Min¬
nesotan what that is). However, that
still leaves about 1,500 of you who are
Minnesota virgins. So here goes.
I had a rude awakening when I
left for college in Maine three years
ago. Not only were there states that
managed to survive without Dayton's
and Target, roughly the Midwestern
equivalents to Macy's and Wal-Mart,
respectively, but the majority of my
Eastern friends hadn't even heard of

Minnesota,
running
But to Minnesotans,
let
alone
around your
having the
town?"
Minnesota is pretty close
ability
to
"Do you
to the be-all-end-all of life.
place it on a
guys have to
map. At our
live without
matriculation dinner, two newly ac¬
indoor plumbing and hot water?"
quired friends from Saint Paul and I
"Isn't it really, really cold there?"
were sketching out the United States
So one out of three was accurate.
on our tablecloth. "This is Canada," I
Nonetheless, I didn't forgive them for
said, drawing away. "Here are the
their ignorance. But then it happened:
Great Lakes, and this is Minnesota." I
my triumphant comeback. In the
smiled triumphantly, only to be re¬
winter of my first year, my wildest
ceived by blank, uncomprehending
dreams came true. A friend of mine
stares.
founded The Minnesota Club. We
"Wow. It's kinda big. You'd think
were larger in numbers than both the
we would have heard of it if it's really
jousting Club and College Republi¬
that big."
cans. Combined. We had made a
"I'm just not that familiar with all
name for ourselves.
those western states like Ohio and
As my college career progressed,
stuff."
my East Coast-centric friends watched
"Are you sure Minnesota isn't the
with a mixture of awe and amazement
capital of Idaho?"
as the Stars went to the Stanley Cup
You'd think I had just announced
our first year and the Twins won the
that I lived in the Yukon. But once
World Series our sophomore year.
they began to comprehend exactly
Dan Quayle and Gorbachev came to
where Minnesota was, the questions
visit. The Mall of America was
only got worse.
erected.
"So are there, like, cows and pigs
How was it possible that such an

obscure state could be in the middle of
so much, they wondered? For the ma¬
jority of the country, Minnesota is up
there in the "random ranks" with
South Carolina and Missouri. But to
Minnesotans, Minnesota is pretty
close to the be-all-end-all of life.
While traveling in Europe this
past semester with a New England
friend of mine, we ran into someone
from Minnesota in nearly every city,
and each person would take the time
to stop and chat about our home state.
"Why do you all talk about Min¬
nesota so much?" she finally asked me
one day.
I guess it's that Minnesotans just
love Minnesota. Moreover, they love
to love it. I have yet to find another
state that can make that claim.
After my friend and I had run into
our third Minnesotan of the day in
Poland (with whom I commiserated
about the Stars moving to Dallas) she
turned to me in partial bewilderment,
partial exasperation and asked, "Is
everyone from Minnesota?"
Naw. Not everyone can be so
lucky.
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The trail less traveled is the trail more protected
By Loren Hayes

H

eaven is under our feet as
well as over our heads."
— H.D. Thoreau
My story begins with me sitting
alone at a viewpoint in the Horn's
Pond lean-to area, overlooking part of
the Bigelow Preserve. While on the
Appalachian Trail in the Bigelow
Range, I learned a great deal about the
natural world and gained much re¬
spect for the trail and ecosystem that
surrounds it. During my training for
this AESOP trip in the White Moun¬
tains of New Hampshire, I gained an
appreciation for the Appalachian
Mountain Council's (AMC) attempt to
maintain the purity of the trail's eco¬
systems. I learned important facts and
philosophies concerning the usage of
the trail from my fellow co-leaders. It
was this information that I tried to
convey to the first-year students I co¬
led.
In reference to Thoreau's afore¬
mentioned quote, I discovered that the
earth on which we walk is truly beau¬
tiful. Indeed, I may have discovered
this revelation because I was always
walking with my head down during
the trip. The Bigelow Trail, with all
due respect to the White Mountains,
was the most beautiful land I had ever
hiked. It did not take long for me to
fall in love with the surroundings.
The views along the trail were
also breathtaking; West Peak has the
most beautiful view I have ever seen.
From atop this peak of about 4,100

feet, one can look around 360 degrees
and see beautiful mountain ranges
that traverse the state of Maine.
Katadhin, the mountain on which
Thoreau found inspiration to
write, can be seen off in the dis¬
tance. Indeed, time spent
on this peak is very
meaningful not only
to one romantic na¬
ture freak like my¬
self, but also to
many hikers who
want to find time
alone in a pristine,
natural setting.
The Bigelow trails,
just like the whole Ap¬
palachian Trail itself, allow hikers a
great chance to experience a peaceful
walk in the backwoods of Maine. For¬
tunately, these trails are well main¬
tained by the AMC and are respected
by many of the people who use them
for hiking. In fact, there is a healthy
usage of the trails that encourages
AMC workers and naturalists alike.
This usage, however, causes
many problems. Although the posi¬
tive use of the trail is encouraged,
many people do not realize the pro¬
found effect they could have on the
Trail when they embark on a hike. For
example, during my AESOP trip, I
made the mistake of hanging food
from an area that was not designated
for that purpose. Although my inten¬
tions were in good faith, the mistake
resulted in the destruction of fragile
plant life that is essential to the envi¬
ronment.

In other instances, I witnessed
people walking off the trail. In the
higher altitudes, this simple and
unpremeditated act could drastically
affect the plant life that exists
at the top of a mountain.
Death to plants at this
altitude not only
could result in the
loss of delicate
^ species, but could
also cause erosion
1 that could destroy
a fragile mountain
ecosystem.
Now, many think
that this foresight is
a little drastic and
overcautious; perhaps bordering on
ridiculous. Yet, a Maine State Depart¬
ment of Conservation publication
states, "At this time the greatest threat
to arctic-alpine vegetation on Bigelow
is trampling by hikers...The wisest
management approach is to appeal to
hikers to remain on designated trails.
Efforts to discreetly alert the general
public of the area's sensitivity should
be made."
During my trip, I met a caretaker
who worked to educate hikers con¬
cerning these problems. In fact, he
was the person who pointed out my
wrongdoing in hanging the food. I
talked with this caretaker, a man who
spends most of his time maintaining
and protecting the trail's environment
for a living. I found that we had much
in common concerning our views
about protecting the environment and
respecting the trail. We seemed to

by Greg Stones '9&\

THE COLLEGE DAYS
HI, MARTY.
WHAT ARE
YOU
WATCHING?

"BEACH BABES
WITH bops"
STARRING
BABETTE
CARMICHAEL.

agree that everyone who uses the trail
must respect the land and try to mini¬
mize the damage they inflict upon it.
This can include using minimal dam¬
age, off-trail camping, staying on the
trail when hiking, and avoiding con¬
tact with the fragile environment
around the camping areas and the
trail. Also, one must think of the area
around the trail. For example, sound
carries very well in the woods, and
this sound can easily affect the well¬
being of wildlife indigenous to the
trail area. And lastly, hikers must not
try to change the ecosystem. This
means not feeding the red squirrels
that have become unafraid of humans.
I was encouraged by the work of
the caretaker I met and by the fact that
we seemed to have a common agree¬
ment concerning the environment.
Unfortunately, he was one of only a
few people who "patrol" the trail.
This means that people who use the
trail must be extra cautious when hik¬
ing through it. By doing the simple
things like walking cautiously, heed¬
ing camping area rules and minimiz¬
ing damage to the trail environment,
the people who use the Appalachian
Trail can help maintain one of the
most impressive and beautiful hiking
areas in the world.
With some hope and respect, we
can assure that what Thoreau ex¬
presses will continue to live in a pris¬
tine Appalachian Trail. Thoreau
writes, "Every morning was a cheerful
invitation to make my life of equal
simplicity, and I may say innocence,
with Nature herself."

IS SHE THAT OVER-PAID AND ARTIFICIALLY EN¬
HANCED ACTRESS WHO'S FAMOUS FOR GOING
TOPLESS IN EVERY SCENE OF EVERY FILM
SHE'S EVER
PONE? X YUP! I THINK, I'M IN LOVE

GOOD FOR YOU. IT'S COMFORTING TO KNOW
THAT 5HALL0UNESS IS ALIVE AND WELL IN
TODAY'S SUPPOSEDLY MORE ENLIGHTENED
SOCIETY.
I'LL SAY/ LOOK/
if
SHE'S RUNNING/

ir^

I CAN'T WATCH
THIS DRIVEL.
IT'S DISGUSTING/

I LCVE YOU,
BABETTE /

I MEAN, LOOK AT HER/ THERE'S NO
WAY SHE COULD HAVE ACHIEVED THAT
FORM THROUGH NATURAL MEANS /

YOU JUST CANT TURN AWAY,
CAN YOU?

LOOK / SHE'S
RUNNING/

~T

i
<MISTER

<3flGEL

Serving Breakfast until 1:00 p.m.
Open Seven days a week.
Hours
Monday - Friday
6-3 pm
Saturday 6-2 pm
Sunday 7-1 pm

336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN
PHONE 777-7007

EAT IN
OR
TAKE OUT

i
HEART

We’re Making a
Difference.

American Heart j
Association
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Enough with complacency
Continued from Page 6
awful. Somebody should do something to rectify that situation."
This attitude has been like a subtle
hint of castor oil in my coffee for some
time now, and it has finally just made
me sick to my stomach enough that I
am writing a letter about it. That
sounds silly and insufficient to me, as
I hope it does to you as well, but it's a
good place to start. It's so easy for
those of us who have so much to sit in
our easy chairs and surround ourselves with attitudes of political compassion for those who have so little,
but if that's all we ever acquire, then
what good does it do anybody? Sure,
it may ease our conscience for a little
while, but in the end, if we haven't
acted on our outrage, then all we've
got is guilt at our inaction. Some of us
may not even get that far, and, for
those, I once again express my sympathies.
After the formal talk, which Nidia
Bustos gave in her native language, a
few stuck around to ask some questions through the translator who had
helped those of us who don't understand Spanish to understand the moving words of Ms. Bustos. The simplest
and most profound question that
popped up was, "What can I, as an
American college student, do to help
Nicaragua on its way to freedom and

self-sufficiency?" The answer is
simple. Find other college students
who share your outrage and gather as
much information through as many
different sources as you can. Then
write your representatives in the
American Congress to urge them to
make choices regarding foreign policy
based on common sense human needs
and rights rather than American economic interests.
it's so easy to ignore what's going
on in the world while we spend our
time in a productive yet very self-interested little bubble. But as we go to
and from classes and Commons during our stay here at Bates, I think we
should keep two things in mind. The
first is a specific case of an Austrian
doctor who has given up hundreds of
hours of his personal time to run
medical supplies and food into wartorn Bosnia because he could no
longer stand idly by and watch thousands of people dying slow, painful,
and hopeless deaths while he lived his
life of luxury far away from the front
lines.
Secondly, there is no logical explanation why we had the fortune to
be born into societies and families
who would have the resources and the
care to make sure we got to where we
are now at this posh institution of
higher learning.
Matthew S. Orr '94
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Need to defend
one’s self is
not heard
Continued from Page 6
here don't feel they could defend
themselves if they had to. That's a ter¬
rifying realization.
Perhaps the Athletic Department
is unaware of the demand for the selfdefense class. Yet, but how could they
be? It fills immediately every time it's
offered. We're sympathetic to finan¬
cial boundaries and the first-comefirst-served rule, but three years is
enough. If the money can be dug up
for Advanced Tap classes we certainly
feel it's justified to expect enough of¬
ferings of self defense that in four
years we should get a chance to learn
to defend ourselves. So, enough,
what's the point, right? Complain.
Call the Athletic Department and vent
like us. We're still idealistic enough
(OK, so we sound a little bitter) but we
really are idealistic enough to think
student input will make the differ¬
ence. We also want to thank Mary
Gravel and Dean Branham for all their
effort; it's always nice to find a sym¬
pathetic ear.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Wood '95
Ali Heller '94

Color-consciousness prevails over issues of race
Continued from Page 7
LB: Do you come up against that atti¬
tude at Bates too? If Richard were
white or if Pratibha were white do you
think people, your friends included,
would look at your relationship dif¬
ferently?
RS: Yeah.
PS: I don't know. I assume they
would. You know, it would be a little
strange. It's like a novelty over here
because you don't have that many mi¬
norities anyway, so when a minority
starts going out with someone who
isn't a minority people would talk
more.
LB: What do you think that says about
our community?
RS: That we're color-conscious.
PS: Yeah, I think people are color¬

fr

conscious. 'Cause, I mean, minorities
tend to date minorities and white
people tend to date white people.
There aren't that many interracial
couples on this campus. There are
1,600 people on campus now and how
many interracial couples are there?
Five? Six? Seven? Ten at the most.
RS: I would say it's more acceptable
here than it would be at another
school. It’s more acceptable at a rich
school than...
PS: ... like, if you were in New York
City or something. Down in urban
areas, I'm sure, people have a big
problem if you're going out with
someone who isn't your race.
LB: I think more or less in the working
class areas it's less acceptable. In met¬
ropolitan areas you tend to see mixed
couples more frequently.

RS: It seems to me, in poor areas, like
if I go to D.C. and walk around with
someone who's white around my
neighborhood where it's predomi¬
nately black, people are like, "Man,
what's up with this brother?" But if I
go around a rich neighborhood, which
would tend to be predominately
white, and there are a few blacks in
the neighborhood at least, they would
not take it the same way as blacks in a
poor neighborhood. I think it de¬
pends on the class. It's more accept¬
able in an upper class than it is in a
lower class.
PS: If I were back home and I was go¬
ing out with Richard, people would
have a big problem with it. Its more of
an issue of race than it is color, but the
same standards exist; it's the same
thing.

Chicken of Maine

Welcome Back Bates!

-The Chicken Man

O’Sheil's Irish Pub
37 Park Street
782-6677

Wednesday Night is
Karoake Night
Thursday Special
Pizza & Pitcher for $4.00
Chicken
Of Maine

784-0977 44 1 Center Street, Auburn

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^

United WUy

It brings out the best
in all of us.
€ 1987 UNITED WAY

Come and enjoy
the fine dining that
we have to offer.
784-3919

Antique & Curio Shop

Open 1 lam-8pm

Best wishes

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It’s \ o /
the best call you can make.Xw/

Orphan Annie's

Menu Includes: Low Fat Rotisserie Chicken, Chicken Fingers,
Chicken Sandwiches, and Buffalo Wings

We at "Chicken of Maine" have appreci¬
ated your patronage in the past and look for¬
ward to serving you again this year.
We have expanded our menu as well as
our facility which now includes inside &
outside dining. We have daily and weekly
specials which include breasted (not fried)
buckets of chicken, breasted buffalo wings
and we also anticipate initiating dorm deliv¬
eries for your convenience.
So have a great and prosperous educa¬
tional experience in L/ A.

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE
WITH A
STRANGER.

Live Entertainment
Nightly
Always a $5.00 Pitcher

Stop in before the next
semi-formal and choose from a
variety of vintage clothing,
jewelry, hats or other accessories.
We have the pieces that you need
to make any outfit extraordinary.
Everything available from
tacky and funky to elegant and
stylish.
Stop in and see us today!
96 Court Street •
Auburn • 782-0638
Open Mon-Sat 10-5 &
Sunday 12-5
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Rocky Horror creature feature lands at Bates tonight
By Dave Kociemba
Student Correspondent
Freaks dressed in drag and lingerie will gather
tonight to pay homage to a certain set of red lips.
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" has returned to
Bates.
Tonight at 10:00 in the Grey Cage, the New
World Coalition presents this classic film for a
Bates celebration. Tickets are three dollars, or two
dollars for those dressed in drag or as a character.
Big hair and garish makeup are considered a plus.
Tickets can only be bought at the door.
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" features
such now-famous actors as Susan Sarandon and
Tim Curry, as well as the songs "Time Warp,"
"Sweet Transvestite," and "Touch Me." It also calls
for a great deal of audience participation, and a
floor show, which occurs simultaneously with the
movie.
The floor show consists of a cast of 10 of fewer,
each dressed in character. The audience contributes
to the performance as well, by yelling out set lines
between, or over, the movie's lines. The audience
on occasion also supplies extras: the party guests.
Ethan Weker '96, an aficionado who has been asked
to help out next summer at the Cambridge perfor¬
mances of "Rocky," said, "It's something you have
to experience... surrounded by energetic people."
The success of "Rocky" is often attributed to
the performance of this floor show. Weker agreed,
"As a die-hard fan, I hate the movie. The actual
movie is probably the worst movie I have ever
seen."
He goes to showings of the film because he en¬

at the movie. No demands will be made
on the audience to observe any set form
of etiquette, although Adam Spey '94,
who is working on the event, does re¬
quest that the props be "solid and dry,"
to ease clean-up of the Grey Cage.
The original "Rocky Horror Picture
Show" premiered as a stage play June 16,
1973 in Britain and received the honor of
best musical by British critics. Australia,
Finland, France, New Zealand and the
United Kingdom regularly play host to
this cult classic. The best regular U.S.
shows are recognized to be in Berkeley,
California, and in Movieland on 8th
Street in New York City.
Proceeds from tonight's event will go to
Equal Protection Lewiston, the local
group that supports an ordinance which
prohibits discrimination in housing, em¬
ployment, and public accommodations
against those who are, or are perceived to
Tonight the Grey Cage will play host to a cult classic, famous be homosexual, bisexual or heterosexual,
for its midnight shows deep in Greenwich Village. Three dol¬ stated Spey.
lars will get you in the door, but then you're on your own....
The ordinance is on suspension, pend¬
ing
a November 2 referendum to repeal
joys the atmosphere in the crowd which allows him
the anti-discrimination ordinance. All proceeds will
to be "...outrageously vulgar. In normal life, I use
go to support an effort to target newer voters, Spey
clean language.... It's a chance to shout real loud."
said.
Kate Pierce '94 agreed, and also attributed the
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" has not been
movie's success to the alternative culture surround¬
performed
at Bates College in three years 'It's a big,
ing it.
fun event that has some ties to gay culture, that's
open to everyone," stated Spey.
Props will be allowed at this performance of
So, come out to the Grey Cage tonight in high
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show." The New World
spirits
for a rollicking good time.
Coalition will be selling rice, newspapers, and toast

Dennis Quaid and Kathleen Turner offer “wise ass” sarcasm
By Ian McDonald
Copy Editor
When you look at the ads for
"Undercover Blues," you see Dennis
Quaid, Kathleen Turner, and a baby,
all in sunglasses, grinning before a
backdrop of blue sky. A must-miss
you say.
Surprisingly, however, the film
manages to walk the thin line between
mindless cuteness and bitter charm.
Herbert Ross' direction of Ian
Abrams' script avoids the anticipated
camp and cheese by refusing to take
the story seriously. As Mr. and Mrs.
Blue, played by Quaid and Turner, cut
their paternity leave short in New Or¬
leans to resume their work as CIA
agents, one is distinctly reminded of
"Get Smart."
Each line and situation is laced
with absurd sarcasm. Although the
film has its share of cute shots of the

'The film manages to walk the thin line between
mindless cuteness and bitter charm."

Rating: &
baby, it never wallows in sentimental¬
ity. For instance, Quaid takes the
baby, Jane-Louise, down a dark alley
in a stroller and proceeds to fight off
two muggers with knives while hold¬
ing the baby in his left arm. The baby
accompanies her parents when they
break into a house, thwart a bank rob¬
bery, and foil international espionage
villains who have stolen volatile plas¬
tic explosives. Thankfully, the child
rarely plays a focal point in any scene;
she functions more as an odd presence
within several sight gags, watching
silently as her parents toss attackers
into an alligator pit in the zoo and as
they kick others' teeth out.
The film's untamed sarcasm gives

ft ft

it depth as one understands that its
makers are laughing at the premise of
their own story. This aesthetic saves
the film mainly due to the strength of
the actors' conviction to avoid any
hint of sincerity. Quaid and Turner
each provide excellent caricatures of
film spies as their wise ass natures
somehow remind us that they are only
confident because they have read the
script and know that they will say and
do the right thing. Stanley Tucci is also
effective as he plays a Latino thief who
unsuccessfully attacks the Blues
throughout the film shouting, "My
name is muerte, I am death!" He is
reminiscent of Kato in the Pink Pan¬
ther films.

MOVIE REVIEW (
There are also weak perfor¬
mances, however, as Larry Miller and
Fiona Shaw fail to amuse with their
shtick-based portrayals of a police
lieutenant and a Czechoslovakian spy,
respectively. Tom Arnold, Roseanne's
husband, also accounts for a weak
point; he plays an annoying tourist on
vacation with his wife and son in New
Orleans. One quickly believes that he
is a fool, but at no point would one say
he is funny.
These weaknesses are rarely glar¬
ing however and they never interfere
with the film's biggest accomplish¬
ment which is its reliance on slightly
bitter humor rather than camp and
cuteness.
We bought Ian's ticket, but he had to cover
the popcorn. He also had no date.
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“Daredevil dancers” confront modern
dance, Bates grad brings act home

♦‘V

■ Rocky Horror Picture Show.
See article. Grey Cage, tonight, 10 p.m.
$3.

■ Dance: Kevin Wynn Collection at
Shaeffer Theater. See article. Saturday,
September 18, 8 p.m. Free for Bates
students, faculty. Others: $3/$5.

■ Chinese Magic Circus stunt
artists will defy gravity and the pangs of
death in their electrifying show. These
acrobats and dare devils will finally bring
respect to Bowdoin, an otherwise useless
institution. Definitely check this out.
Morell Gym, Bowdoin. Saturday,
September 18, 8 pm.. $5/$7.50.

■ Lecture: Tekaronianeken Jake
Swamp, a sub-chief in the Wolf clan of
Mohawk Indians, speaks on “Native
American Cultural Values and Traditions
Related to the Environment.” Preceded by
a tree-planting ceremony at a location to
be announced. Muskie Archives.
Monday, September 20, 7:30 p.m. Free.

■ Bates Noonday Concert Series
j
l

presents cellist Kathleen Foster, a
member of the Portland Symphony and
Bates’ applied music faculty, to be joined
by oboist Michelle Vigneau, violinist
Nancy Roderick and violist Mary Jo
Carlsen. The performance features
Bach’s unaccompanied Suite for Cello,
No. 1 in G Major, as well as Mozart’s
Oboe Quartet. Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall. Tuesday, September 21, 12:30 p.m.
Free.
■ Rapper Chuck D. will speak at
Colby on whatever the hell he feels like.
The artistic force behind Public Enemy
graduated from Adelphi University and
proves as prolific as he is talented.
Lorimar Chapel, Colby, Thursday 23, 11
a.m. Free.
■ Poetry Reading: award-winning
poet Yusef Komunyakaa reads from his
works, sharing images from his
Louisiana childhood and thoughts on the
Vietnam War, poverty and racism.
Muskie Archives. Thursday, September
23, 7:30 p.m. Free.
■ Concert: folksinger Iain MacKintosh
of Glasgow, Scotland, accompanies
himself on long-neck banjo for a varied
program of contemporary songs, both
mirthful and thought-provoking. Chase
Hall Lounge. Thursday, September 23,
7:30 p.m. Free.

By Gael Hines
Arts Staff _
A highly energetic, "daredevil" dance company
will rage in Shaeffer Theater tonight. Whether you
are a dancer, a dance fan or simply an individual in¬
terested in expanding your awareness of the stage,
check out this unique dance experience.
The Kevin Wynn Collection, the featured per¬
formers, have performed in Taiwan, Holland, and
many parts of the United States. Appearing in
Lewiston for the second time this year, they will re¬
vive their standing ovation performance from this
past January.
Area residents, students and anybody inter¬
ested are encouraged to witness this bold artistic

statement on movement. Bates students are invited
to attend this show free of charge, offering them no
excuse to pass up this opportunity.
The New York Times explained simply that the
Kevin Wynn Collection is "an absolute knockout."
Arriving fresh from an outdoor series at the Lincoln
Center in New York City, they prove just how far
their art has come since their inception in 1982.
One of their leading dancers will actually be re¬
turning to Bates as an alumni. Michael Foley '89
earned a B.A. in English and Spanish and has since
been dancing for numerous groups. He teaches in
New York City and has been with the Collection
since 1991.
So make an appearance. Experience dance for
the first time or again, and be sure to bring a friend.

■ Portland Brass Quintet presents
an evening of music ranging from
Renaissance to jazz. Call 786-6135 for
reservations. Friday, September 24, 8
p.m. Free for students, faculty. Others:
$8/$4.

■ Lecture: Robert Branham,
professor of rhetoric at Bates, presents a
brief and informal talk on “The
Birmingham Children’s Protest" as part
of the Friday-aftemoon lecture series
“The Civil Rights Movement Revisited."
Muskie Archives. Friday, September 24,
9 p.m. Free.

GREAT CLOTHING

asimne
...unique clothing, jewelry, tapestries, cards,
candles, incense & oils, backpacks, & more.
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Support our advertisers ... and tell them you saw their ad in The Bates Student.
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Bobcats give ranked opponents a kick in the pants
By Jason Schauble
Student Correspondant
The Bates men's soccer team
opened its fall season with a bang this
weekend in Elizabethtown, Pennsyl¬
vania, by winning the 1993 Blue Jay
Soccer Classic and defeating two na¬
tionally-ranked Division III teams in
the process.
With two consecutive 1-0 shut¬
outs, one against preseason #5
Elizabethtown and another against
preseason #21 Montclair State, head
coach George Purgavie made strides
toward accomplishing one of his early
goals this season: coming out of a five
game road trip to start the season with
a winning record.

M. SOCCER

|

Purgavie's squad is now 2-0, and
hopes of a national ranking abound.
Bates started the season ranked ninth
in the New England Division III poll,
but with impressive wins such as
these and the teamwork that made
them happen, anything is possible.
Rankings aside, these were not
easy games for Bates. The playing
conditions were less than favorable,
prompting defender Jay Terrien '96 to
compare them to a "marsh" or a
"swamp."
Coach Purgavie agreed, saying
that "the field was tough on our legs,
but we thankfully had the depth to
handle it."
He remarked that the Bobcats'
success was even more impressive
because "we only had a week and a
half of practice behind us and no
games as a unit. Elizabethtown had

already played three games and had
been practicing for weeks."
Against a hosting Elizabethtown
team that was coming off a 3-0 win
over Division I Delaware, Purgavie
made the decision to take the wind in
the first half to give his team a boost or
to at least negate any advantage his
opponent may have had on its home
field. The result was a Bates score by
Captain Ryan Kelly '94 at the 7:58
mark in the first half. Kelly took a di¬
rect kick from about 20 yards out and
placed it in the net past what Purgavie
referred to as an "ill-formed wall" of
defense.
The remainder of the game was
hard-fought but the Bates team de¬
fended well and showed a lot of heart
in holding on to earn its first win of
the season.
The strength of Montclair State,
Bates' second opponent, lay in indi¬
vidual skill. The game plan set out by
Purgavie was designed to frustrate
Montclair State stars Dom Bucci and
Erik Neubart, All-American and AllConference respectively, into making
mistakes. The field conditions were
similar and the slow tempo that re¬
sulted favored Bates, whose second
half goal came when defender Rob
Moore '94 cleared the ball to
midfielder Breck Taber '96 who in
turn beautifully crossed it to senior
Derek Cook. Cook was alone 18 yards
out with only the goalie to beat and he
skillfully banked it off the inside of the
side post to score the only goal of the
contest.
The squad held on again to pre¬
serve the victory, with special recog¬
nition going to the defensive skills of
Continued on Page 14, Column 1

Tough defense helped the men's soccer team muscle their way to victory in
the 1993 Blue Jay soccer classic.
John Bradford photo.

Bates field hockey team sticks it to Simmons and Elms
By Adam Gamerman
Student Correspondent
The Bates field hockey team
jumped out to an impressive 2-0 clip
under coach Sherry Deschaine, vault¬
ing into first place in the NESCAC
with two narrow victories last Satur¬
day and Sunday.
The successful weekend began as
the Bobcats defeated Simmons 1-0 on
a second-period goal by Nicole
Ouellette '97, assisted by Meghan
McGrath '96. This score was all that
was needed, due to excellent defense
led by co-captain and goalie Betsy
Bennett '95.
The 3-2 squeaker versus Elms the
next day may have made some people
rethink their decision to spend the af¬
ternoon inside watching football.
Bates trailed the majority of the
game until senior co-captain Heidi
Bishop tied the contest with two min¬
utes left on the clock. Then, in an ac¬
tion-packed overtime, Bates was
awarded a penalty stroke when an
Elms player stopped a shot on goal

against Elms. "We've got speed this
year, and we're getting so many shots
on goal. We just need to work on get¬
ting a few more of them in."
In the second game alone, Bates
totaled over 30 shots against an as¬
saulted Elms goalie.

FIELD HOCKEY |

The field hockey team was on the offensive last weekend, taking a total of 55
shots on goal over the course of two games.
Brendan Moynahan photo.
with her foot. The Bobcats looked to
Bishop for the victory and she came
through in the clutch, slapping it by
the Elms goalie and giving Bates the
win.

Ali Bruch '96 noticed a definite
difference between the team's perfor¬
mance at this point as opposed to a
year ago. "We're already far better,"
she commented after the victory

Be a Bobcat fan — Write for Sports!

Bishop was very enthusiastic after
the win and credited the victory to
teamwork. She commented on excep¬
tional play by the Bates sophomore
midfielders, McGrath, Bruch, and
Kendra Phelps. Bishop also noted the
large number of first-years on this
year's team, one of whom — Ouellette
-- scored in both of the season's first
two games.
All of this leads to what Bishop
said she feels is the strongest team
she's ever played for. Following the
team's recent strong performances, th
there is little reason to think that this
statement is anything but valid.
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Women’s tennis team is a smash in their home opener
tion of Georgian and Crabtree nailed
down a victory in the number one
doubles position.
"We showed our nerves in our
first home match," concluded Coach
Johnson.
Johnson noted that Georgian
played well in both her singles and

By Craig Nussbaum
Staff Reporter
Coming off a successful 7-4 sea¬
son last year, the women's tennis team
roared into action last weekend at the
Maine State Championships. It wasn't
the most impressive weekend for
Bates in terms of actual matches won,
but compared to last year's big goose
egg, it was a measurable improve¬
ment.
Bowdoin played host to Bates and
Colby for this individual tournament
on their notorious clay courts. Not
only was this the season opener for the
'Cats, but it also marked the first time
they had set foot on clay.
Captain Andrea Georgian '94
came away with the only Bobcat vic¬
tory in singles, knocking off Colby's
Ellen Derrick in an eight-game pro-set
first round match, 8-4. Second seed
Allison Burke from Bowdoin crushed
any hopes Georgian had of advancing,
handily defeating her 6-0, 6-0 in the
second round.
In doubles action, Bates' number
two team of Elissa Benson '95 and
Michelle Claffey '94 squeaked by
Bowdoin's number one team 9-7.
Bowdoin would have their revenge,
though, as Amy Brockerman and
Allison Burke knocked off Benson and
Claffey in the semifinals 7-5, 6-1.
Georgian and her partner, Krista
Crabtree '95, didn't fare as well as
their teammates did, losing to another

^JR^TENNIS^J

The women's tennis team excelled last Wednesday. Above, Krista Crabtree '95
powers a forehand against a U. Maine opponent.
Paige Brown photo.
Bowdoin pair, 8-4 in their first round
match.
"I was pleased with our perfor¬
mance.... We've shown ourselves
now that we can be competitive,"
stated Coach Steven Johnson.
Johnson is confident in the ability
of his team, noting that they bond to¬
gether very well. "They enjoy each
other's company," he commented.
While only nine players will
travel with the team this year, 21 play¬
ers are currently practicing, including
12 new students. Only three new stu¬
dents, however, are actually high

enough on the ladder to compete in
matches. Helena Baldwin '97 is play¬
ing in the number 6 singles position,
while Sundee Winslow '97 and
Lauren Cardonsky '97 are playing to¬
gether in the number three doubles
slot.
New and old Bobcats alike got
their first taste of victory this season at
Wednesday's home opener against
the University of Maine at Orono.
Bates defeated the Black Bears by a
score of 5-4. Georgian, Crabtree,
Benson, and Claffey all won their
singles matches, while the combina¬

doubles matches. After winning the
first set in her singles match, Georgian
fought hard in the second and won a
tie breaker 7-3 to capture the win.
"That's the kind of leadership you
need from a captain," said Johnson.
Crabtree also had a great day,
Johnson pointed out, winning both
her singles and doubles matches.
Coach Johnson prefers not to
dwell on the team's record as the sea¬
son progresses. "To measure the sea¬
son in terms of wins and losses is a
mistake. We'd like it to be a good ex¬
perience," he said.
The team's success, believes John¬
son, should be measured in how well
the players bond together.
It's going to take more than team
bonding to pull off a victory this
weekend as the Bobcats travel to
Middlebury tomorrow and the Uni¬
versity of New Hampshire on Sunday.
Middlebury's team won the Division
III Championships in both singles and
doubles last season.

The Bmtnmmerslal Forces That
Are Changing the Sahara Desert
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Apple Macintosh
Color Classic* 4180, Built-in 10"
Color Monitor & Apple Keyboard II.
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Apple Macintosh
LC III 4/80, Apple Basic Color
Monitor & Apple Keyboard II.

Right now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh"
personal computers. You can also get special student financing with
the Apple* Computer Loan*— to make owning a Mac* even easier. To

Apple PowerBook,u 145B 4180,
Built-in Keyboard & 10" Backlit
Super Tivist Monochrome Display.

Apple Macintosh Centris ™
610 4/80, Apple Basic Color Monitor
& Apple Extended Keyboard II.

see just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

^
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For all of your computer needs visit
Computing Support Services
110 Russell Street or call 786-6376
'Available to qualifying students, at participating authorized Apple Campus Resellers. ©1995 Apple Computer. Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo. Mac. Macintosh and The power to be your best" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc. Macintosh Centris ami PouerBook are tradenuirks of Apple Computer. Inc. Classic is a registenil trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Me
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Golf starts season by teeing off at Bowdoin Invitational
By Fred Goldman
Student Correspondent

last year. We have more depth and all
the players are closer in ability. We
have a number of returning players,
new golfers, and people who didn't
play last year."
Seniors John Riordon, John
Edwards and junior Sandy Somers
will help add experience to the team.
The squad is also enjoying good per¬
formances and has high expectations
for sophomores Talmanson, Mark
Behn and David Strouse. Addition¬
ally, the team hopes for strong contri¬
butions from new members of the
squad, Michael Giandrea '94 and Paul
Riley '97.
The Bobcats are also looking to
send golfers to the ECAC qualifiers,
where Bates has been unrepresented
in previous years.
Coach Bob Flynn has great hopes
for the season and believes the team
will do very well. "I am optimistic
about the season. I'm hoping to win
the CBB Championship and the state
championship," he said.

The Bates golf team has enjoyed
great success over the last few sea¬
sons. The Bobcats are the defending
champions of the Colby, Bates,
Bowdoin (CBB) Championship, hav¬
ing won the event three times run¬
ning. Last year, the University of
Maine at Orono was all that prevented
the squad from the state title.
The team has already opened up
the new campaign with a solid start.
Last Friday, the golfers competed in
their first meet of the season, the
Bowdoin Invitational, hosted at the
Brunswick Golf Course. The team
made a strong showing, finishing fifth
out of ten teams, four places better
than last season.
Mike Talmanson '96 topped the
Bates golfers with a 36-hole total of
164. He commented that the fact that
the team began practicing earlier this
fall has definitely improved his game.
"Coming up [to Bates] early this
year really helped out," said
Talmanson. "I feel much more com¬
fortable after having competed

GOLF
against the team for a while."
The group lost a few players to
graduation, but is managing to over¬
come their loses with great depth and
consistency. The new senior co-cap¬
tains, Randy Jones and Mike Horton,
are two players in particular who have
helped to fill the void.
Jones is excited about the team,
believing that "we will do better than

Captain Mike Horton '94 is set to drive the golf team to success. The Bobcats
play in a tournament at Middlebuiy this weekend. Rick Magnuson photo.

Flynn also has great respect for his
current group of golfers. "Golf is a
more individual sport, one that is a lot
of fun, takes a lot of skill, and a lot of
athletic ability," he said.
The team is preparing for the
Duke Nelson Invitational at
Middlebury, Vermont, which draws
over 20 teams from Divisions I, II, and
III. Flynn hopes to finish within the
top 15, which would be a strong
showing for a Division III team.
If the team can do well there, it
will continue to make a name for itself
and will again find itself vying for the
CBB Championship as well as the
state crown.

’Cats kick ’em where It hurts
Continued from Page 15
Moore and Dan McGee '96, who drew
the responsibilities of guarding
Montclair State's best talents.
The game plan of frustrating the
opponents into errors also paid divi¬
dends, as a player and a coach from
Montclair were ejected, and three oth¬
ers were cautioned. Moore subse¬
quently received the defensive MVP
award for the tournament, quite an
accomplishment for a player who had
broken his back two years ago in a
skiing accident.
Purgavie refers to Moore's play as

a "pleasant surprise" and commends
his focus in shadowing, especially
considering that Moore was doubtful
to even fill a roster spot this season
due to his injury. However, while
Moore was a key player in the tour¬
nament, Coach Purgavie stressed that
there are no superstars on his team
and that there are "11 stars on the field
when we play and they all have to pull
together."
"We, as a team, have enjoyed
these past few days and I hope that it
will give us the confidence to be suc¬
cessful, but we must still take the sea¬
son game by game and play as if we
are unranked," stated Purgavie.
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STATISTICS
FOOTBALL

W. SOCCER

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings

_
FIELD HOCKEY

M. SOCCER

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings

N.E.S.CA.C. Standings

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings
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L
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W

L

Pet

W

L
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Amherst.0
Bates.0
Bowdoin.0
Colby.0
Hamilton.0
Middlebury.0
Trinity.0
Tufts.0
Wesleyan.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Williems..0

0

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Amherst.1
Bates_1
Bowdoin.1
Colby.1
Conn. College.1
Middlebury.1
Tufts.1
Wesleyan.1
Williams.1
Trinity.0
Hamilton.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000

Bates_2
Middlebury.1
Tufts.1
Amherst.0
Colby.0
Conn. College.0
Trinity.0
Wesleyan.0
Williams.0
Bowdoin.0
Hamilton.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Bates_2
Amherst.1
Bowdoin.1
Colby.0
Conn. College.0
Middlebury.0
Trinity.0
Tufts.0
Wesleyan.0
Williams.0
Hamilton.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

MEN'S X-COUNTRY
SATURDAY'S MEET (5 MILES)
BRYANT INVITATIONAL
1. Keene State 32 2. Shippenburg
88 3. Bently 106 4. Springfield 170
5. Tufts 176 6. Coast Guardi 85 7.
Navy Prep 197 8. St. Anselm's 273
9. Bates 274 22. Quinnipiac
Top Finishers: 1. Gardner (K)
26:07; 2. Sarney (Bates) 26:22; 3.
Shelley (N) 26:37; 4. Beyer (K) 26:44; 5.
Adams (K) 26:44.
Other Bates Finishers: 55.
Sullivan 28:51; 66. Riley 29:20; 69.
Galipeau 29:22; 82. Donohue 29:47;
83. Fairfield 29:48; 85. Beardsley 29:52;
103. Andrews 29:54; 111. O'Conner
30:03; 133. Albrecht 30:55; 155. Beadie
31:35; 157. Clark 31:46.

VOLLEYBALL

(5-1)

LAST WEDNESDAY'S MATCH
Bates 3, Amherst 1
(15-10,13-15,15-8,15-8)
Bates leaders: Aces- O'Donnell 4
Kills- Burczak 19
Linder 15
Assists- Hawthorne 16

RUGBY
9/25 v. Bowdoin 1:00
10/2 v. Colby 1:00
10/9 @ U. Maine Orono TBA
10/16 v. Maine Maritime
10/23 v. U. Maine Farmington 1:00

LAST SATURDAY'S GAME
Bates 3, Gordon 1
Goals: Bates - Tiner
Sampson
Maconochie
Assists: Bates - Maconchie
Tiner
O'Leary

LAST WEEKEND'S GAMES
Bates at Elizabethtown Tourna¬
ment
Semi-final game
Bates 1, Elizabethtown 0
Goals: Bates - Kelly (unassisted)
Finals
Bates 1, Montclaire State 0
Goals: Bates - Cook
Assists: Bates - Taber

Pet
1.000
1.000
1.000

.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

LAST WEEKEND'S GAMES
Bates 1, Simmons 0
Goals: Bates - Ouellette
Assists: Bates - McGrath
Bates 3, Elms 2
Goals: Bates - Ouellette
Bishop (2)
Elms - Conilland (2)
Assists: Bates - Phelps
Elms - Sullivan

WOMEN'S TENNIS (1-0)
LAST WEDNESDAY'S MATCH
Bates 5, U. Maine Orono 4
Singles match results: 1.
Georgian(B) d. Goldstein (U.M.) 6-4,
7-6 (7-3); 2. Crabtree (B) d. Holloway
(U.M.) 6-3, 6-0; 3. Benson (B) d.
Hatfield 6-1, 6-2; 4. Wolfe (U.M.) d.
Leishmann (B) 6-1, 7-5; 5. Claffey (B)
d. Smith (U.M.) 6-3, 4-6, 6-2; 6.
Baldwin (U.M.) d. Satran (B) 5-7, 6-2,
6-3.
Doubles match results: 1. Geor¬
gian and Crabtree (B) d. Hatsfield and
Goldstein (U.M.) 6-4, 6-2; 2. Benson
and Claffey (U.M.) d. Leishmann and
Holloway 6-1, 6-0; 3. Winslow and
Cardonsky (U.M.) d. Satran and Smith
(B) 7-5,6-3.

UPCOMING VARSITY EVENTS THIS WEEK
HOME
AWAY

Golf statistics were unavailable for
this edition.

Call or send the results of
your games to The Bates
Student Box 309,795-7494.

SAT.
9/18

SUN.
9/19

MON.
9/20

TUE.
9/21

WED.
9/22

THU. 1
9/23

FOOTBALL

MEN'S

Norwich Middle¬
3:30 bury 1:00

SOCCER

Norwich Middle¬
3:30 bury 1:00

WOMEN'S

SOCCER

M iddlebury 1:00

FIELD

HOCKEY
VOLLEYBALL

3ates Inv itational
7:00

GOLF

10:00
Duke Nel: on Invit.
at Middle >ury TBA

U Maine
Rcrsngpcn
ano
Colby
TBA

Middebury UNH
12:00
1:00
SUNY Al¬
bany TBA

WOMAN'S

TENNIS

GOLF

FRI.
9/17

MEN'S
TENNIS
WOMAN'

X-COUNTRY
MEN'S
X-COUNTRY

U
Mass
Dartmouth
12:00
U
Mass
Dartmouth
iron

Standings do not include games played on Thursday.

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT

The most complete
arsenal of test prep
tools in the world.

Call now!

1-800-KAP-TEST
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Q on the Q

QUESTION ON THE QUAD

If you were a Commons meal, what would you be and why?

"A baked potato because
it's firm and round."

"I'd go for something
Indian."

—Erin Leiman '94

—Madhur Duggar '97

"A plate of stale Rice
Krispies treats, because it's
been a long week."

"Broccomoli—so exotic
and tasty."
—Chris Merritt '96

—Karen Grady '95

[

Reported by Jessica Christie and Alex Socarides

Photos by Malachi Bergson

Write for The Bates Student—

THE

PRINCETON REVIEW

Meetings Sunday at 7:00 p.m.,
224 Chase Hall

IS NOW MEETING ON THE

BATES CAMPUS
(or tfie

LSAT • MCAT
GRE • GMAT

Resumes that
really work
The right introduction can make all the difference when
you’re competing for a job. At Kinko’s, we’ll help you
create a resume package that introduces you in a
professional way.
I Format and design
assistance

If you’re serious about Graduate School, then prep with the best. Our course
guarantees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors,
not tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming courses, CALL TODAY.

I Typesetting

Courses are starting SOON!

I Affordable prices

THE

800-447-0254

I Reproduction on
fine stationery

$21.95 professional
resume package
Come by

The Blue Goose Tavern
and be apart of a great Bates
tradition!
Located conveniently within walking distance to campus!
69 Sabattus Street Lewiston

Professional resume package includes one page typeset and
saved on disk, 25 copies on fine stationery, 25 matching blank
sheets (for cover letters), and 25 envelopes (#10). One coupon
per customer at the Kinko’s listed. Not valid with other offers.
J.
Good through October 31, 1993.
95 Main Sl
Auburn, ME 04210

782-8911

j tem™

Near No Tomatoes

kinko'S

the copy center \
1* J

J;

